
Sign up for the IDEMIA Learning Lab, 
where you can learn new skills, from 

anywhere, at any time. 

In the IDEMIA Learning Lab, you have access to more 
than 50 classes taught by experts. The online platform 

offers the flexibility to log onto lessons from anywhere– 
and soon you can be trained in any of IDEMIA’s biometric 

and identity tools. 

IDEMIA’s biometric and identity technology is recognized 
globally as the gold standard. Through virtual demos and 
training sessions with leading IDEMIA experts, you can 

become skilled in using these advanced tools:

Videos, demos and interactive exercises are regularly 
updated so you are always getting cutting-edge 

information and insights for using the best-in-class 
biometrics and identity tools, giving you and your 

organization an edge.

Improve your skills and get a 
competitive edge by learning from 
the industry leaders in biometrics.

...and more! 

Learn more about
IDEMIA Learning Lab 

Cutting-Edge Skills
Governments and law enforcement agencies all 
around the world rely on IDEMIA’s biometric 
technology to service their citizens. Learn skills 
now that will be transferable everywhere.

Biometric Science

Facial Recognition

IDEMIA MBIS

IDEMIA STORM

LiveScan Motor Vehicles
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RANKED #1

Leading Experts
Attend in-person and virtual learning experiences. 
Complete courses on biometric topics such as 
latent fingerprint examination, facial recognition 
and tattoo recognition. Learn best practices in 
areas such as LiveScan and photo capture.

On-Demand Anytime, Anywhere
Skill up anytime, anywhere, with any device.
Follow learning paths and watch live on-demand 
videos in your own space and at your own pace. 

Become an Expert

$1,995
For 5 users.

Add an additional user for $399.

$4,995
For 15 users.

Add an additional user for $333.

LEARNING LAB
Become an expert.

FRVT

https://na.idemia.com/training/learning-lab/
https://na.idemia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/idemia-north-america/
https://twitter.com/idemia_na

